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O.-INTRODUCTION.

The Spanish Company for Radioactive Waste Management (ENRESA) and the

Cdtedra de Tecnologia Nuclear at the Universidad Politecnica de Madrid (CTN-

UPM) have had for several years a cooperation agreement, structured through

the CRIARR project, to acquire and develop tools to help evaluating the risk

associated to Radioactive Waste Repositories. The CRIARR project is being

currently developed in its third phase.

This report summarizes briefly the main ideas of the tools and

techniques that have been recently studied, and that are still under study,

by the research team at CTN-UPM. Those efforts have been focused essentially

on three items: The variance reduction techniques applied to the estimation

of the mean value of several interesting model output variables, the bayesian

combination of expert judgement and the important effects of correlation

between experts, and the development of a new pre-processor, and specially a

new post-processor for SYVAC. The new post-processor, which name is MAYDAY,

is intended to have as much calculation as graphical capabilities to help the

user to perform SA.
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1.- VARIANCE REDUCTION SAMPLING TECHNIQUES.

One characteristic of the Radioactive Waste Performance Assessments is

the great uncertainty affecting many of the model input variables. That

uncertainty propagates through the model, producing uncertainty in model

outputs. Among those output variables, some of the most important, like the

dose at a given time, spread, usually, through several orders of magnitude.

Good measures about those output variables are, for example, the mean and some

order statistics, like extreme order statistics; the importance of which is

related to the event that, many times, regulatory limits rely on them.

When using random sampling to estimate the aforementioned magnitudes

there is the problem of poor decrease of variance as the sample size

increases, so that it demands huge sample sizes to get acceptable levels of

uncertainty about them. Other sampling techniques are needed. The different

alternative sampling techniques we have considered are stratified sampling,

Latin Hipercube Sampling (LHS), and importance sampling (IS). A minimum

requirement must be achieved by them: unbiasedness. If that requirement is

achieved, posterior ranking among the different techniques, according to

variance reduction with respect to random sampling, is done. Nevertheless, as

Sinclair and Robinson /1/ point out about IS, these techniques, except LHS,

should not be considered "all purpose" techniques, that should be optimal

under any condition, instead of that, their use must be directed to specific

purposes.

All these techniques have been applied focusing the efforts on the mean

of a given output variable, and have been implemented, in a preliminary stage,

in SYVAC, version 3.05.

1.1.- STRATIFIED SAMPLING.

Stratified sampling is based on dividing the studied output variable in

several subpopulations or strata with different properties; essentially those

properties are the mean value and the variability. A subsample is taken in

each stratum and the mean value of the output variable in that stratum is

estimated from the subsample. Those estimates are combined to obtain an
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estimate of the mean value of the output variable. Three problems arise, the

first one is about the way to design the strata, the second one is about the

design of good estimators, and the third one is about the way to choose the

size of the subsample in each stratum, given a whole sample size n.

Lets introduce some notation. Let c be the output variable, let pc be

c's mean, let or' be c's variance, and let Sr be c's definition space. Let x

be the vector of input variables, and let S. be its definition space.

As it has been said, the stratification must be done on S,. In the

general case this task is impossible, so that what really is stratified is Sx.

Lets build up a partition of S,:

Utl Si = , (1)

sin Si = 0

where the Si, i=1,...,l, are the 1 strata or sets in the partition. Let w, be

the probability of stratum S. Let c; be the estimator for the mean of c in the

stratum j, p,,- Then, the estimator for the mean of c, c,,, provided by the

stratified sampling is

Cst= w . (2)

If each c; is an unbiased estimator of pv,, it may be proved /2,3/ that

C., is an unbiased estimator of u,. The most common option is to take random

samples in each stratum, so that each c; is the common random sample mean in

stratum j, in which case last,.sentence applies. In this case it is easy to

prove that, if the subsamples are taken independently, the variance of c,, is

Var ( c~t) = E1 . wJ2 Var ( c;) . (3)
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Now, the problem is to minimize the value of this variance. If it is

performed random sampling in each stratum, then, the variance of the estimate

of c's mean in stratum S. will be var(c1) = o'j2/n,, where or,2 is the variance

of c in Si, and n, is the subsample size in Sj. There are three degrees of

freedom to lessen var(c,): the wj's, the a':j2s and the ni's. Nevertheless, the

wj's and the aC>2 are totally dependent, so that there are only two real degrees

of freedom: choosing appropriately the strata (which determine the wi's and

a~j2's), and the subsample size in each stratum. Lets see the selection of the

subsample sizes if the strata are fixed previously.

The most straightforward method to select the ni's is to sample each

stratum proportionally to its probability, what means taking

n . .7- (4)

which is called proportional random stratified sampling (PRSS).

Neyman /2/ studied formula (3) under the hypothesis of random sampling

in each stratum, and found that it is -inimized if the n, s follow

n. = n E (5)

what means that the more probable and variable is a stratum, the more it must

be sampled. This is optimal Neyman's random stratified sampling (ONRSS).

It may be shown /2,3/ that the decrease in the variance of the estimator

of the mean when doing PRSS instead of random sampling is given by

var(cr) = var(csc-prop) + n S'= W1( I 1i - as) (6)
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what means that a reduction in the variance is obtained due to basing

estimation of the mean on avoiding variability between strata, while keeping

the estimation unbiased. An additional decrease in the variance of the

estimations is obtained when doing ONRSS instead of PRSS, given by

Var(cs. 0prop) = Var(c, sot) + 1 w1 ( aci - (7)

where oa' is the weighted mean c the uc7,js, the weights being the wi's. This

additional benefit in variance reduction is due to sampling more densely from

subpopulations with higher probability and variability, producing a higher

diminution of estimation variance in those strata that contribute more to the

global estimation variance.

The task to select the partition in S. is a difficult one. The most

common way to do it is to get information about c from a pilot run, building

several alternative partitions of S,, and selecting one of them, basing the

selection in the estimated benefits ir variance reduction. Sampling is highly

eased if strata are hyper-parallelepipeds. A final caution should be

mentioned. All the results shown about variance reduction have been implicitly

based on the idea that the model induces, from SX, a partition in S,, what,

generally, is not true. (6) and (7) provide upper limits for the variance

reduction. Overlapping between the strata defined on S, from the partition in

S, will produce lesser differences between the different pm's and the

different ocX's than those in a real partition of Sc.

1.2.- LATIN HIPERCUBE SAMPLING.

LHS is a sampling technique widely known by PSAG and information about

it is available elsewhere /4/, so that it will not be the focus of these

pages. Nevertheless, it could be helpful to remember the variance reduction

benefit obtained when applying this technique. The upper bound of the variance

reduction benefit is given by the authors of LHS /4/, and it is
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Var (cHs) = Var (cr) + n nk 1 - k ( - -Q I ) (I -c I ) , (8)

where R is the set of Nk .(N-1)k pairs of cells in Sx with no coordinate in

common, and k is the number of input parameters. As it was pointed out by

McKay, Beckman and Conover /4/ a real benefit will be obtained only if the

covariance between cells having no common coordinate is negative. As the

authors claim, a sufficient condition to achieve this objective is the

monotonic behaviour of the model with respect to each one of the input

parameters. Under other conditions no benefit is sure. We do think that some

check on the model should be done previous to LHS use.

1.3.- IMPORTANCE SAMPLING.

Importance sampling is based in the study of the contribution of each

region in the input parameter space, S., to the studied magnitude. So, for

example, when the mean of a parameter c, pa,, is being studied, and c spreads

over several orders of magnitude, those regions in SX that produce higher

values in the output parameter space, S,, are those with higher contribution

to p1* Though the distribution followed by x is f(x), when performing

importance sampling it is used an auxiliary distribution function g(x),

different of f(x), that assigns higher probability to the regions of Sx that

produce higher values in S.. The need to produce unbiased estimators for the

mean involves a reweight of the sample observations. So, the importance

sampling estimator for the mean, when the sample size is n, is

Cimp = I Wi C (xi) = I Wi Ci , (9)

where the wi's are the weights needed to make cimp unbiased /1/, and their

values are given by:

f (xi)
-i = T(Xi) ' (10)
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As Sinclair and Robinson clearly state /1/, an importance sampling of

c may be considered a random sample of an auxiliary variable, c'= w c, with

the same mean that c, and that, we hope, has a lesser variance than c. It can

be demonstrated /1/ that an unbiased estimator of the variance of cimp is:

imp n(n-1) | I n i=

There is no guarantee that there will be any reduction, with respect to

random sampling, in the variance with which vc is estimated, though there is

a reasonable feeling, based on the philosophy on which the method is built up,

that a real diminution may be achieved for it.

Like in the case of stratified sampling, the most straightforward way

to obtain information to design the form of the auxiliary distribution

function is through a pilot run; with that information plots of contribution

to the mean of c may be obtained and those may be used, as indicated by

Sinclair and Robinson /1/, to calculate the most convenient beta auxiliary

distribution functions.

1.4.- PRELIMINARY IMPLEEriN7ATION :N SYVAC3.05.

The preliminary implementation of LHS in SYVAC is quite easy, since, if

available a preprocessor with that technique, like SANDIA's LHS, a sample may

be generated by the auxiliary code and it may be read by SYVAC's Parameter

Sampling Package using the 'On File' option. Importance sampling may be

directly done by SYVAC since, like it was previously mentioned, it is

equivalent to a random sample taken from an auxiliary variable. Providing the

auxiliary beta distribution functions is enough. Stratified sampling is more

complicate to implement. At this first stage, it is required to execute SYVAC

with no model, defining the input variables on which the stratification is

going to be made as many times as strata are defined on that variable. The

excess in observations in each stratum is deleted and remaining observations

are randomly ordered to obtain the sample values of each input parameter. The
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samples generated in that way are later read by SYVAC through the 'On File'

option.

1.5.- A SIMPLE EXAMPLE.

Magnitudes like the dose at a given time are common in performance

Assessments and usually spread over several orders of magnitude. The intention

of this example is to check the efficiency of the sampling techniques

previously commented with an artificial example of a known easy output

variable. Our model is the simplest one, y=x, where x follows a log-uniform

distribution between 10-5 and 100. So, the exercise consists in applying the

commented techniques to estimate as accurately as possible the mean of y,

using as much theoretical knowledge (except in the case of importance

sampling) as information provided by a pilot run. Calculations are made with

random sampling, PRSS, ONRSS, and IS, since in this case, only one input

variable, PRSS with as many strata as observations and LHS are just the same.

Table 1 show the theoretical results for the studied variable. Sample sizes

will always be 100.

LOWER LIMIT UPPER LIMIT MEAN VARIANCE I SAMPLE MEAN

1 VARIANCE**

105 e 1.0 1 8.69 -10-2 1 3.59- 10-2 1 3.59 -10-4

** The value given is for a random sample with 100 observations.

Table 1.- Data for the studied random variable.

Random sampling and PRSS are performed straightforwardly, no additional

calcilation is needed. When planning an ONRSS there is the problem of how many

and which strata should be taken. This is an ideal case in which the output

variable may be directly stratified, and a larger stratification should

produce better results, nevertheless, when applying formula (5) some problems

may appear related to subsample sizes around 1. So, an intermediate number of

strata, 5, was selected. Those strata were the five consecutive equiprobable
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strata in which the variable may be divided. Using actual, theoretical,

standard deviations of the variable in those five strata in formula (5)

produce subsample sizes: 0, 0, 1, 9, and 90. The value 1 is increased to 2 in

order to be able to estimate a variance in the third stratum, while the value

90 is decreased to 89.

In order to perform IS a previous random sample of size 100 was taken.

Figure 1 shows contribution to the mean plot, and the beta distribution

estimated from it. That beta distribution is the one with parameters 0.87 and

1.10. It is interesting to notice that the optimal theoretical beta

distribution, in this case, is the one with parameters 1.0 and 1.0. In that

case the weight assigned to each observation would be

8.69 -10 2 /sample observation value , (12)

that may be obtained only if the result is known a priori, in which case the

sampling has no sense, or if we are really lucky with the pilot random sample.

In order to compare the four sampling techniques, 20 samples of size 100

were taken in each case. In this way two estimators for the sample mean

variance: those that are called variance 1 and variance 2 in table 2 (standard

deviation I and standard deviation 2 are their respective square roots).

Variance 1 is obtained from the common estimator for the variance of the

sample mean, in this case the sample size is 100. So, 20 observations were

obtained of that variance, and its sample mean is represented in table 2 as

variance 1. Variance 2 is the estimator for the sample mean based in 20

observations of the sample mean; each one of those observations is obtained

from a sample of size 100 of the variable itself. It may be proved /3/ that,

for normal variables, that the variance of any of the 20 observations on which

variance 1 is based is smaller than the variance of variance 2, so that

comparisons should rely on variance 1. Nevertheless, variance 1 is not

available for PRSS and, in this case, variance 2 is required.

Table 2 shows the results. Efficiency 1 is the quotient between variance

I and the theoretical variance of the sample mean in the case of random

sampling, except in the case of PRSS in which variance 2 is used instead of
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variance 1.

(8.69 - 10 4) .

The value of mentioned theoretical value is provided by

Efficiency 2 is the square root of efficiency 1.

table 1

w

0

4C

0

-o
S..

0

1

0,8 -

0,6,

0,4 [-

0,2 -

00 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9 1
value of the variable

' Variable Beta

Figure 1.- Contribution to the mean plot and beta estimated distribution

from it in the example case.

RANDOM S. PRSS ONRSS IS

MIEAN 8.69 10-2 8.69 10-2 8.57 10-2 8.67 10.2

VARIANCE 1 3.51 10-4_ *e 3.10 10-5 3.26 .0.6

VARIANCE 2 2.72 104 6.4410- 7 3.21 10 5 4.43 10'6

STAND. DEVIATION 1 1.87 10-2 ** 5.57 103 1.81 103

STAND. DEVIATION 2 1.65 10-2 8.02.10-4 5.67 103 2.10 103

EFFICIENCY 1 * 557.44 11.58 110.12

EFFICIENCY 2 * 23.61 3.40 10.49

THEOR. EFFICIENCY 1. 749.01 11.69 ***

* There is no sense in calculating them.
** Non available estimators.
+** Non available theoretical results

Table 2.- Comparison of four different sampling techniques in the example

case.
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2.- EXPERT JUDGEMENT IN THE BAYESIAN FRAMEWORK.

When reviewing the literature about Probabilistic Risk Assessment it is

apparent that the bayesian framework is needed to be used in order to find a

theory in which any uncertainty appearing in the system may be characterized.

Necessarily, expert judgement elicitation involves bayesian probability

evaluations. Nevertheless, when combining expert judgement, it seems that the

bayesian framework is not taken into account, and the combination is usually

done in the classical framework, using, generally, any of the different

alternatives to perform linear expert judgement combination.

During the last months some efforts were employed in studying the

bayesian information updating processes, essentially the works done by Lindley

/5/ and Clemen and Winkler /6/. In next pages a necessarily abridged summary

of that bibliography is given, focusing on bayesian update of probabilities

in the discrete case, and in the continuous case when only information about

location and scale about the uncertain magnitudes is provided by the experts.

The interesting effect of correlation among experts is also commented. A more

extensive study about such items may by found in references /5,6/.

In order to develop next ideas it is necessary to introduce some

notation rules:

N <=> decisor.

Si ; i = 1,2,...,m <=> each one of the considered m experts.

Aj ; j = 1,2,...,n <=> the n exhaustive and mutually exclusive events

which probabilities are demanded.

e <=> parameter, in the continuous case, which uncertainty is desired
to be characterized through a distribution function.

From here on, it will be described for the afor-mentioned cases the way

in which the decisor combines information provided by several experts with his

own a priori information to update this one producing a posteriori

information.
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2.1.- ONE EXPERT AND TWO EVENTS.

In this case, m = 1, n = 2, only N, S1, Al and A2 do exist. Lets call

these two events, one and its complementary, A and A instead of A1 and A2.

The decisor, N, is always supposed to have a previous knowledge about

A and A, H, so that he may provide an a priori probability P(A/H). Moreover,S,

gives his opinion aDout A under the form of a probability: P1(A/H1), where H.

is the knowledge S. has about A. The way in which N updates his probability

about A is given by Bayes' formula, so that

P(A/H,P,(A/H,)) = P(P 1 (A/H 1 )/A,H) *P(A/IH) - ,(13)
P(P,(A/fHl)1A,H) *P(AIH) + P(Pj(A1Hj)1AHI) -P(AIH)

that may be summarized in this way

P(A/H, P1 ) =
P(P 1 /A,H) *P(A/H)

P(P 1 /A,H) 'P(A/H) + P(P 1 /A,H) *P(A/H)
(14)

that may be rewritten

P (A/H, P1 ) a P (P1 /A, H) * P (A/H) , (15)

(14) provides the probability that N shall assign to event A, P(A/H,P1),

after acquiring the information given by S1, P1, that will be proportional to

the a priori probability of A and to the probability that N assigns to S,

assigning probability P1 to event A when this event happens. P(P1/A,H) is the

li.elihood for A.

There exists an analogous expression to (14) for A, so that, next

expression is obtained dividing both previous expressions
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P(A/H, P1 ) _ P(P 1 /A,H) P(A/H) (16)

P(A/H, PI) P(P1 /AH) P(A/H)

that, if it is taken the natural logarithm of this expression, it changes to

lo (A/H, P) = 1n P( 1 /A + lo (A/H), (17)
P (PI /A, H)

where

lo (A/HP) =Ln P(A/H, P1 ) (18)
'1 ~P (A/H, PI)

and

lo (A/H) = Ln F(A/H) (19)
P (A/H)

lo(A/H,Pl) and lo(A/H) are the natural logarithms of the quotient

between the probabilities that N assigns to A and A, a priori and a posteriori

respectively. These are the "logarithms of the odds for A". Lets notice that

if a probability x is assigned to an event, its log-odd will be ln(x/(1-x)),

so that log-odds may vary from -co to gco while x vary from 0 to 1.

The term

Ln P(P 1 (A/H 1 ) /A, H) (20)

P (P1 (A/I 1 ) /A, H)

is different of the log-odds, it is not the quotient between the probabilities

of an event and its complementary, but the considered probabilities are for

the same quantity, P,(A/H,), conditioned by different events, A in one case

and A in the other one. This is the logarithm of the quotient of the

likelihoods for A and A. It provides the magnitude of the change that the

opinion of S1 induces in the probability that N assigns to A (and implicitly
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to event A). If N considers that S1 is a good expert he will expect Sl to

assign high probability to event A with high probability when A actually

happens, so that P(P1(A/H1)/A,H) will be large when P1(A/H1) is large. In the

same way, N will assign a low probability to S. assigning a high probability

to A when A happens, so that P(P1(A/H1)/A,H) will be low for large values of

P1(A/Hl). So, the quotient between both expressions will be larger than 1 and

(20) will be larger than 0. In this case (17) guarantees that N will modify

his opinion in the direction indicated by S1's opinion. On the contrary, if

N thinks S1 is not a real expert, he will think that expert's opinion will -at

be affected by happening A or A, so that the probability assigned to P1(A/H)

will be the sajm as much A happens as much it does not happens. (17)

guarantees that N's opinion will not be modified by S..

The probabilities that S. nay assign to event A can be transformed

through

a=Ln 1 (A/H1 ) - n P(A/H1 )
a. =Ln p(A/H1 ) 1-P(A/H1 ) '(21)

that is a one to one relationship, moreover, q1 is defined between go and -+cn,

what may be very useful . With this transformation, (17) changes to

lo (A/H, qj) = in P(g 1 /A, i) + lo (A/H) (22)

Great simplification is acquired if N provides normal distributions for

P(q1/A,H) and P(q,/A,H):

( q 1 /A, H) - N( p.,a 2 )

(23)
P (q 1 /A, H) N( ,uLa 2 )

where the subindex 0 and 1 mean that A happens [1] or it does not happen [0].

With some algebra it is easy to reach this new form for (17):
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lo (A/H, q 1) = 1 O (q + J o (A/H) (24)

Lets see what means the expressions in (24), for which it is previously

needed to comment (23). A positive value of q, means that S1 considers more

probable A than A. The definition of q, all over 9? makes possible to

characterize it through a normal distribution. The first expression in (23)

means that N thinks probable S1 assigning q1 values around u1 to the event A

when this one actually happens. The meaning of the second expression is

analogous, with A as the conditioning event. The variance, o, the same in

both cases, shows the dispersion that N thinks the prediction done by S1 may

have.

A good expert, for N, is that who assigns high probability to an event

when it happens, u1 large and positive; and low probability to event A when

A happens, uo large and negative, and, in both cases, if possible, a low

dispersion, small o2 .p = -1uo is the simetric case, in which case N thinks

the expert is as good predicting A when A happens as predicting A when A

happens.

2.2.- SEVERAL EXPER[S AND TWO EVENTS.

The generalization to the case of several experts is straightforward:

lo (A/H, 4) 2 ((, - + lo (A/H) ' (25)

where, unfortunately, appears X, that is the matrix of variances and

covariances between the different experts, and that must be modelled by the

decisor.
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2.3.- LOCATION AND SCALE INFORMATION. ONE EXPERT.

Sometimes, the expert is not able to give a detailed description of the

distribution a parameter follows, but can give a measure of location, like the

mean or the median, and a measure of scale, like the standard deviation or the

interquartile range. Other times, the expert is able to provide these types

of uncertainty measures and agrees to say that his uncertainty about the

parameter may approximately be described by a standard distribution, like a

normal one, or a beta. In this case, in which the expert provides such pair

of values (m,s) to characterize his uncertainty about a parameter e, that can

take any real value, Bayes' rule shows that N should modify his opinion about

a as follows

P(O/m,s) a P(zm,s/O) *p(6) , (26)

where P(6) is the N's prior for 8, P(m,s/6) is N's likelihood about S and

P(6/m,s) is N's posterior for 6 after processing S's information, any

reference to H being omitted. Except in estrange cases in which s is very

large, cases in which neither m nor s provide any information, the most

valuable information is provided by m, that shows the value around which S

believes 6 is likely to be. This idea -'ggests the hypothesis that P(s/e) does

not depend on e, so that P(m,s/e) = P'm/s,e) P(s/e), and P(s/e) may be

included in Bayes' formula proportionality constant, so that (26) becomes

P(O/m,s) cc P(m/s,O) p(O) . (27)

If no evidence against it, normality hypothesis for P(m/s,6), with mean

a+-30 and standard deviation ys, where a and fl may take any value and y must

be positive, is appropriate. (a, A, y) allows N to model his opinion about S.

a and A allow N to model S's bias when estimating e. y allows N to model S's

precision. With this hypothesis (27) becomes

(he7 - a - Pi . a)
of(Al /m ch2y 2 S2 A, (28)

Lr kvu/ {i II, 1-. I U.c I.I XV /
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that will be normal if the prior is also normal. In the case of a non-

informative prior, P(O) essentially constant in the interval ((m-a)//3) ±

3Ks/fl), the posterior will be

'3_M - (29)

P(O/m, s) a e

that is a normal with mean (m-a)/:i and standard deviation yS/:i.

2.4.- LOCATION AND SCALE INFORMATION. SEVERAL EXPERTS.

Again, last point's results are easily generalized to several experts

if the hypothesis of normality and no significative scale information about

9 are considered

1) P(s1, S2'*' s.. /. ) = P(-/e) does not depend on 0.

2) P(m1, Mi2,..., mJs1, s2,..., Smut) = P(m/s,O) is an m-dimensional
normal with means a, + 8; 9, standard deviations o-j = r-si and

covariances aq = pJiJsiYisj.

Under these hypothesis, and with a non informative prior, Bayes' formula

application takes us to:

2 (30)P(Om-, s) a e

that is equivalent to

1a t

P (8 1A, ) a e 2\ a I m
(31)
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where m' y a' are, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation that, a

posteriori, N will assign to 6, which values will be

m' = E-1 S (ffm _A) (a/) 2

(32)

(a') 2 =(T E-1 )-1

where, again, N's opinion about each expert is given through a, 8 and v (in
this case they are vectors) and the variance and covariance matrix. Providing

those values is not easy at all, but it is necessary.

2.5.- EXPERT CORRELATION EFFECTS.

In what follows two interesting cases will be shown in which the effect

of correlation between experts is notorious. The first of them is just a

bayesian surprising effect, that does not appear in the classical framework.

The second one is an effect related to the value of overlapped information,

several sources producing redundant pieces of information, that can appear in

the classical case if correlation between sample observations was detected.

Lets consider applicable formula (25), what means we have m experts, who

are questioned about the probabilitiEs of two complementary events, and that

the likelihood for the log-odds is a mult4.viriate normal. Lets also consider

all the experts simetric - unbiased (p1 = A2 = u) and equally good (p =(p,

p,....p); the same variance for all the experts, a2). Lets also consider that

all of them have the same opinion about both events (unanimity <=> q = (q1,

q2, -., qm,) = (q, q, .. , q)). Lets suppose also that N has no a priori

information about that events, lo(A/H) = 0. Under these hypothesis (25)

becomes

1o (A/H, Cy) = 2 . = 2 v .p .eT . -1 e (33)

where e = (1, 1,..., 1). This expression for m experts is equivalent to
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lo (A/H,) =2 ML q (34)
o2 (1 + (m -l) p)

It can be observed that the larger p and the lesser oQ (the better the

experts), the larger the change of N's opinion about A. Let oa=1 and u = 0.5.

Let the number of experts be three (m=3), and let suppose that the three

experts agree in assigning probability 0.7 to event A; lets suppose that the

experts are mutually independent, p = 0; under those hypothesis, and after

applying (34), N should assign probability 0.93 to event A. This is a

surprising effect that, when explained, seems totally logical. The explanation

is given by Lindley /5/ and was previously given by Savage. If three experts

agree in considering event A twice more probable than event A, and all of them

are independent, here is the reason for the surprising result, this agreement

is more likely, for N, when A happens than when it does not happen. This

effect may be explained only because the experts reach the same result through

different ways with no sensible overlapping of information. The real problem

is to find three really independent experts. It can be verified, applying

(34), that, under the same hypothesis, but with total correlation between the

experts, N should assign probability 0.7 to A, that is the same result that

the one achieved when only one expert is available.

The second effect appears when the conditions in point 2.4 apply. In

this case, if N assigns no bias to any expert, a = 0 and B = e, (32) changes

to

m I ( e -1 m) (Ce/) 2

(35)
(/2 = (e -1e -

where (a,)y2 is the precision of N's posterior for s"e studied magnitude. If

N considers every expert with the same precision,the same co for all of them,

and equally correlated any pair of them, E simetric with c2 in the diagonal

and po& out of the diagonal, the precision of the posterior after the experts

have been asked a bout the parameter will be
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( a') -2 __ rn (3
a 2 (1 p (m-l) P) (36)

This expression, for a given m, decreases monotonically with p, its

maximum value being mr/o2, and its minimum value being 1/o2, what means that

the higher the independence between the experts, the higher the reduction in

the variance of the estimation.

Clemen and Winkler /6/ define the concept of equivalent number of

independent experts, n(oa,Z), that is the number of experts totally

independent, with common variance o2, that produces a posterior with the same

variance than that produced by m experts with matrix of variances and
covariances Z. In our case, experts with the same precision and with the same

correlation for every pair of them, n(a2,Z) is obtained when equating (36)

with itself when p = 0 and putting n(o2,Z) instead of m, so that

n(a2,) = 1 + (m-l) P

This expression is represented, for several values of p, in figure 2.

It can be seen that the equivalent number of independent experts approaches

asymptotically the value 1/p as m increases. This is a very interesting result

in which Bonano et al. base their idea that three to five is an adequate

quantity of experts to work with in an expert judgement elicitation process.

It can be seen easily that for a correlation coefficient as low as 0.2, the

equivalent number of independent experts may not be larger than five.
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3.- DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRE AND POST-PROCESSOR FOR SYVAC.

Several years ago ENRESA acquired the code SYVAC 3.05. This code, as iL

is commonly known, is appropriate to perform Performance Assessment of

Radioactive Waste Repositories under uncertainty conditions. It has a pre-

processor, the parameter sampling package (PSP) and a post-processor (WRKOUT).

The PSP is a quite useful package to perform sampling. Currently, the

three options it provides are

- Random sampling

- Quantile sampling

- On file sampling

Though a powerful package, it has not implemented the aforementioned

sampling techniques in which our group has acquired some experience during the

last year, so, an update of the PSP is demanded. It is our intention to modify

the actual PSP to implement those sampling techniques: LHS, both stratified

sampling techniques and importance sampling. Moreover, the WRKOUT subroutines

allow the user to perform several types of sensitivity analysis, probably the

most useful are DAS and DSRT. The first of them allows the user to perform a

differential sensitivity analysis, the second one performs discrete

sensitivity analysis. Though those two types of analysis are quite useful,

they are clearly non-sufficient when compared with the huge quantity of

statistics and tests commonly used in Performance Assessments. Moreover, the

processing of data provided by WRKOUT to produce graphical outputs is lengthy,

since no graphical module is actually implemented. So, some months ago it was

decided to begin the task to modify the PSP and to develop a new post-

processor for SYVAC, the name of that post-processor for SYVAC is MAYDAY.

3.1.- MAYDAY, AN STATISTICAL AND GRAPHICAL MODULE TO HELP SYVAC 3.05 TO

PERFORM SA.

MAYDAY is being built up with the intention to involve a large number

of statistics, tests, graphical representations and other tasks that may help

SYVAC's user when performing SA and when trying to obtain information to apply
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variance reduction sampling techniques. Essentially two parts are identified

in MAYDAY.

3.1.1.- Calculus Module.

This module is intended to perform all the calculations needed to

produce a large list of statistics usually used when performing SA, some of

those statistics are:

- Common population statistics like the mean,variance, kurtosis,

skewness coefficients, and coefficients of variation among others.

- Common correlation statistics, like the Pearson correlation

coefficient and its equivalents in ranks, the Spearman's correlation

coefficient.

- Multivariate regression statistics, like the SRC and the PCC, and

their equivalents in ranks, the SRRC and the PRCC.

- Statistics to study location of two subsamples, like those of

Smirnov, Cramer-Von Mises, Mann-Whitney and the t-test.

- Impact estimators included in the code ESTIMATOR, nowadays a separate

code.

- Several tests on distribution shape, essentially to check normality.

- Estimators of distribution parameters, specially those needed to

provide auxiliary beta distribution functions to perform IS.

- Confidence intervals for means and variances, usually based on

normality hypothesis, Guttman's hypothesis and Tchebychev's

inequality.
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3.1.2.- Granhic Module.

This module, like the calculus module is intended to help the user

performing SA and providing knowledge and data to help designing different

samples. The main utilities, among others, will be:

- Plots of any output variable versus time.

- Plots of contribution to the mean, as much in ranks as in raw values.

- Scatter plots, as much in raw values as in ranks.

- Histograms, density functions, distribution functions and CCDF's for

any input or output variable.

- Plots to show the potential effect on the CCDF of any output variable

of nypothetical changes in input variable distributions (without re-

running SYVAC).

- Plots of dispersion of any output variable around the mean value as

a function of time.

- Kolmogorov-Smirnov confidence bands for population distribution

functions.

Data acquisition by MAYDAY will can nave different sources the first one

is the actual binary file produced by SYVAC and that is read by WRKOUT,

Svviinn.OUT. The second one is the file to which SYVAC writes time series

results. The third option is an added merit of MAYDAY; it will be possible to

provide in a standard format an input file, not related to SYVAC, so that with

easy programming tasks the outputs of any Probabilistic Performance Assessment

code will can be adapted to be read by MAYDAY.
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OECD/NEA PSAG Meeting, June 16-17 1994, in Paris

Some Recent Developments in Switzerland

J. Vigfusson
HSK

Regulatory matters

HSK has revised its guideline R-2 1, which lays down the protection objectives for radioactive
waste repositories. The main criterium remains unchanged. For the expected evolution of the
repository, including at least all reasonably likely variants, it shall be shown that at all times the
effective dosis to a member of the population is less than 0.1 mSv/a. This shall be shown by a
deterministic calculation. For unlikely scenarios that are not separately counted in the above
group it must be shown, however, that the total fatality risk adds up to less than 1 04/a.

Other matters

Nagra has narrowed down its HLW repository program to two host rock options. These are the
crystalline basement and the opalinus clay, both accessible in Northern Switzerland. Further field
investigations of these two host rock types are planned.

For short-lived low and medium activity waste a repository site has been proposed in Wellenberg,
Central Switzerland. The repository is to take up most of the waste resulting from the operation
and the decommissioning of the Swiss nuclear power plants as well as waste from medicine,
research and industry. An application for the general permit is due by the end of June 1994. The
construction could begin at the turn of the century, at the earliest.



PSINAGRA developments - I

The Application of Probabilistic Modelling
Techniques in Switzerland.

Yoshikatsu Imazuka (Obayashi Corp., Japan)*

and Richard Klos (PSI, Switzerland),

Contribution to the Final PSAG Meeting, June 1994.

1. Probabilistic Modelling in Switzerland: SSSS.

There is no requirement in the Swiss -egula-
tions to carry out probabilistic assessments i 'S
of the performance of waste repositories and
until recently few probabilistic calculations
were carried out in using assessment models MU
for radioactive waste disposal. The Nagra
interest in stochastic techniques is mainly in
carrying out sensitivity analyses with the
models currently in use in assessments as a
means of identifying the important parame-
ters and as a way of identifying the regions
of validity of the models and datasets.

For these reasons a home-grown methodol-
ogy has been developed which better suits
the requirements of global sensitivity analy-
sis with off-the-shelf models. Discussed here
are the results of the investigation of the be-
haviour of the representation of the bio-
sphere model used in the assessment of an
HLW waste repository in the crystalline
basement of northern Switzerland - the
Kristallin-I assessment (NAGRA, 1994).

Sonsmthirw Ajis U. rti,,y sX s

In using stochastic sample sets to perform Figure I - The Swiss Stochasdc Sampling System
global sensitivity analyses, the aim is to have (SsS)
a flexible system which can easily include a
range of models (from the very simple to the more complex assessment models) with the
minimum of modification being necessary to convert single-run codes to run in the sampling
environment. Figure 1 illustrates the components of the Swiss Stochastic Sampling System -
SSSS. These are the job-control procedures (the SSSS codes - installed on UNIX, DOS and
VMS platforms), the Sandia LHS code and the postprocessing codes PP2. Of these, all but the
LHS code have been developed at PSI, with the Swiss requirement in mind.

Currently on secondment to NAGRA, Switzerland.

-I-
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SSSS has been used in the Swiss contribution to the PSACOIN Level 2 exercise (in conjunc-
tion with HSK) and has also been applied to other aspects of the Kristallin-I model chain.
Work is ongoing in this area, though not as a part of the overall assessment programme.

2. Sensitivity Analysis with the TAME: The Terrestrial - Aquatic Model of
the Environment.

The recently developed biosphere model TAME (Klos et al., 1994) has been used to model the
radiological consequences of the release of radionuclides to the biosphere in the assessment of
a hypothetical HLW repository in northern Switzerland (NAGRA, 1994). In the assessment, a
limited number of local sensitivity analyses were carried out, using selected parameters. The
model and dataset have subsequently been used as the basis for a global sensitivity analysis in
which the same parameters were allowed to vary together. In all, 14 parameters were selected
- representing uncertainty in climate, irrigation, erosion, bioturbation and the solid - liquid dis-
tribution coefficients (kds) in the biosphere compartments. The remainder of the input parame-
ters were kept at their reference-case values. The Kristallin-! reference-case source terms were
also used. The assessment quantities analysed are the maximum dose (mSv y-T) to a represen-
tative individual inhabiting the biosphere and the time of occurrence of this maximum dose.

The analysis focused mainly on the modelling of 135Cs since this was found to be the most im-
portant radionuclides in the Kristallin-I assessment. The rank correlation coefficients were
used to quantify the sensitivity of the parameters and the results are in agreement with the de-
terministic parameter analyses discussed in the Kristallin-I report. In particular, the sensitivity
to the source of the irrigation water was confirmed. The ranking of the parameters is given in
Table I and scatter plots of the three most sensitive parameters affecting maximum dose are
shown in Figure 2.

rank
correlation

rank parameter coefficient

1 fraction of irrigation water taken from the well +0.62

2 throughflow in aquifer -0.41

3 deep-soil kd +0.31

4 erosion rate -0.28

5 total volume of irrigation +0.25

6 top-soil kd +0.10

Table I - Ranking of the most sensitive biosphere parameters for 135Cs in the Krisn-l Reference Case
biosphere. Rank correlation coefficient of the maximum annual individual dose with the given parameters. The

99% significance level is 0.12. LHS 500 samples.

In the model, irrigation water for crops can be obtained from both the well in the near-surface
aquifer and the river water. In the sampled dataset, the fraction of the total amount of applied
irrigation water taken from the well was sampled with a uniform distribution. The remainder of
irrigation supply was assumed to be the river. The dilution in the Rhine is large so that the

2-
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concentration of radionuclides in the river water is always very much smaller than that in the
well . As a consequence, only the water from the well is important as a means of transporting
the radionuclides by irrigation.

The results do not produce a large range of maximum doses in response the ranges in the input
parameter set, nor do they show any of the input parameters as having strong influence on the
maximum dose. This behaviour is typical of such representations of the biosphere. What is
somewhat surprising is that parameters which have been shown elsewhere (e.g. NEA, 1993) to
have a strong correlation do not appear to be so important here - for example the biosphere
compartment kds and the erosion rate. For this reason, the effect of the compartment kds and
the erosion rate have been the subject of further investigations. The results for the
compartment kds are shown below, while the investigation of the effect of the erosion rate is
still underway.

3. TAME's response to the biosphere compartment kds.

The lack of sensitivity to the compartment kds indicated in the above sensitivity analysis to-
gether with the difficulty in establishing a reliable and comprehensive biosphere kd database led
us to pose the following questions: What numerical values correspond to low, medium and
high values of biosphere compartment kds? Is it possible to simplify the kd-values used in
biosphere models by categorising them as low, medium or high kds?

In order to answer these questions, we adapted the Kristallin-I reference-case database with
the exception that the source term used was a constant input of 106 Bq y-l for 108 y to the
biosphere aquifer (in place of the reference-case source terms). In this sensitivity analysis, only
the five compartment kds were varied (top-soil, deep-soil, biosphere aquifer, river water and
river bed sediment). Two datasets were used. The first employed artificially large ranges in
all the compartments - log-uniform distributions from 10-10 (Bq kg-l)(Bq M-3)-1 to 108 (Bq
kg-1)(Bq m- 3)-1. The second dataset used the ranges of maximum sensitivity seen in the results
from the dataset. No correlations were set between the compartment kds.

The extreme range used in the first dataset is by no means realistic for the radionuclides con-
sidered. In examining the results presented here this must be remembered. Compartment
models give a linear response to the ranges of the input parameters and this property was used
to see how the models would behave as the kd values moved from their realistic ranges out
into unrealistic values. In addressing the questions posed above, the aim was to see where, in
the model response, the transitions between low- medium- and high-values occurred. If the
second of the aims were to be achieved - i.e. the- simplification of the database for biosphere
kd-values, the model's transition between low and high kds would need to be narrow compared
with the realistic ranges of kds.

The results for 135Cs, shown in figure 3 below, are representative of those from the other
radionuclides investigated (79 Se, 99Tc and the 237Np chain). Only the kds in the top-soil, deep-
soil and aquifer showed structure in the scatter plots - the kds in river water and the river bed
sediment having no influence on the maximum dose.

The scatter plots in Figure 3 show the anticipated response in the case of the deep-soil and top-
soil, in that there are three clearly defined regions - for low and high kds, regions of no sensitiv-
ity with a linear region with a positive correlation between maximum dose and the kd values

- 4 -
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between them. The behaviour in the case of the aquifer is more complex with a region of non-
sensitivity at low kd but with regions of both positive and negative correlation present in the
region of sensitivity. Non-sensitivity to aquifer kd is also seen at very high values.

The banding which is prominent in these plots arises, for a given variable kd (plotted on the x-
axis) from the many model realisations in which the other kds are in their non-sensitive regions.
In general there are always four bands (though they are not always resolved) in each region
corresponding to combinations of high-high, high-low, low-high and low-low (labelled as
shown in the figure caption). In the situation where the model displayed sensitivity in other
compartments (i.e. in the river water and the river bed sediment), there would be additional
bands arising from the extreme, non-sensitive states of the four compartments.

These bands define the envelope of possible model responses to the uncertainty in the com-
partment kds and an analysis of the bands indicates the range of maximum doses which is pro-
duced by the variability in the kds. The kd in the biosphere aquifer has the largest influence on
dose, with a range of five orders of magnitude. The maximum dose arising when the top-soil
and the deep-soil kds are both high (TS-H,DS-H). Interestingly the states of the soil kds can
lead to both positive and negative correlation with aquifer kd. Both cases of cases high top-soil
kd give the positive correlation (with high and low deep-soil kds) whereas the cases with low
top-soil kd give negative correlation with aquifer kd. The combination with high deep-soil kd is
only seen faintly and has a very small sensitivity.

In the case of the deep-soil kd, the lowest maximum dose arises from low values in the top-soil
and high values in the aquifer - the highest maximum doses occur for the high - high combina-
tion. In this case the ordering of the bands is the same throughout the range of deep-soil kds.
Note that the combination (TS-LLA-L) shows no correlation with the deep-soil kd. In the re-
gion of low deep-soil 'd, the range of maximum doses is three and a half orders magnitude be-
tween the (TS-L,LA-H) states and the (TS-H,LA-H). In the high deep-soil kd region, the range
of maximum dose arising from the variation in the top-soil and aquifer kds is around two orders
of magnitude between the same two combinations.

For the plot of the top-soil kd, the ordering of the bands does not remain constant across the
range of the top-soil kd. In the region of low top-soil kd, the (DS-H,LA-H), (DS-H,LA-L) and
(DS-L,LA-L) combinations are unresolved and only the (DS-L,LA-H) is distinct. This gives
three orders of magnitude variation. The (DS-L,LA-L) combination gives the lowest doses at
high top-soil kd after giving the highest doses at the lower values. Lr± the high region, the (DS-
H,LA-H) gives the maximum dose. Overall, in the high region there is a range of two orders of
magnitude.

From this analysis it is possible to answer the question as to what are the limits of the low,
medium and high kd values in the biosphere compartments. The analysis of the other radionu-
clides in the study indicates that the limits are largely independent of the other radioniiclide
specific properties, but the limits are different in the different compartments. The limits are
summarised Table 2.

Thus the answer to the second of our questions is not straightforward. In the top-soil, the mid-
range kd values are from 10-5 m3 kg-l to 10 m3 kg-4 which means that the model is insensitive
to kds outside this range. When considering the effect on the maximum dose, it can be seen
that between one and three orders of magnitude effect on maximum dose can be expected for
this range of top-soil kds (cf. the low slope seen in the results for the much smaller range of kds
for 135Cs, shown on page 3). For the deep-soil, similar comments apply, except that the region
of sensitivity is slightly smaller, but the range of maximum doses arising is higher. From these
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JAERI Activities about Development of Safety Assessment
Methodology for Geologic Disposal of HLW

H. KIMURA and T. Homma, JAERI

1. Development of generic safety assessment code (GSRW) [1]

An interim version of deterministic safety assessment methodology (GSRW code)
was developed to evaluate a long-term radiological consequence associated with
geologic disposal of HLW, and to demonstrate a generic feasibility of geological disposal.
An exposure scenario considered here is based on a normal evolution scenario. The
GSRW code is based on a non-site-specific model, and consists of a set of sub-modules
for calculating the release of radionuclides from an engineered barrier, the transport of
radionuclides in and through the geosphere, the behavior of radionuclides in the
biosphere, and radiation exposures of the public.

2. Safety study of HLW disposal (generic feasibility) [2,3]

2.1 Sensitivity analysis (local sensitivity)
In order to identify the important parameters of the assessment models, sensitivity

analysis of a generic geologic disposal system for HLW were performed by using the
GSRW code and an automated sensitivity analysis methodology (PRESANA and SANA
codes) based on the Differential Algebra.

2.2 Safety analysis
Safety analyses were performed on the reference disposal system which involve

HLW in amounts corresponding to 16,000 MTU of spent fuels. The individual dose
equivalent due to the exposure pathway ingesting drinking water was calculated using the
conservative and realistic values of geochemical parameters.

3. Development of methodology about global sensitivity analysis

The search for better estimators in sensitivity analysis was started in Saltelli and
Homma (4] where three different test cases were used to discuss possible inadequacies
of available nonparametric statistics. The investigation was continued in Saltelli et al.(5],
where the two new techniques were discussed. The HlMmethod is a modified version of
an importance measure suggested by Hora and Iman. The iterated fractional factorial
design (IFFD) is a relatively new method designed to handle model with thousands of
uncertain input parameters.

The work is being continued with the cooperation of JRC Ispra and AECL Whiteshell.



The relative advantages of HIMand IFFD are discussed in [6,7]. A new sensitivity analysis -
method is proposed to compute the total contribution of any given input parameter to the
variance of the output (the copy is available at this meeting).

4. Stochastic models for geosphere

The FEM and IFDM groundwater flow and transport codes are coupled with
geostatistic codes, to identify possible migration pathways. Geostatistic codes are based
on the Covariance Matrix and Sequential Gaussian methods, and 1 D-migration pathways
are estimated by the particle tracking analysis. The code system is being applied for
INTRAVAL test cases, and applicabilities of the code system will be tested.
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a new method of global sensitivity analysis of model
output. This is based on a well-known measure of uncertainty importance.
In order to compute the toral contribution of any given input parameter
to the variance of the output the "total effect" variance terms are intro-
duced here. These provide a measure of the global effect of a parameter,
including all the possible synergetic terms arising from the coupling of the
parameter with all the other, which can be achieved at reasonable compu-
tational cost.

1. Introduction

The objective of sensitivity analysis (SA) of model output could be defined as the quantification of
the relative importance of each input model parameter in determining the value of an assigned output
variable. More specifically global SA aims to apportioning the uncertainty in the output prediction
to the uncertainty in each input parameter. A review of SA methods can be found in Helton et al.
[1], while a recent intercomparison of different global SA methods based upon Monte Carlo
techniques can be found in Saltelli et al. [2-3]. A measure of uncertainty importance addressed in
this work is one of the latest technique used in SA; it is described in the literature under different
forms [3-6). A substantial improvement to the existing version of the test is presented in this
article.

2. Method

The method is outlined here in succinct form following mostly the formalism of Sobol' [6], because
his treatment of this statistic is the most general; indeed the various forms of the measure discussed
in [3,5] can be shown to be related to Sobol"s sensitivity index of the first order.

The functionf(x) =f(xl,...,x,,) under investigation is defined in the n-dimensional unit cube:

K" ={x I 0 xi:5-; i=l,...,n I (I)

Under assumptions described in Sobol' [61, it is possible to decompose/(x) into summands of
different dimensions:

To be appeared in Proceedings of PC'94, the 6th Joint EPS-APS International Conference on
Physics ComputingLugano, Switzerland, August 22-26, 1994



As mentioned above this test model has an interesting nonmonotonic feature. Model coefficients
2of determination (R2) at these time points are given as well as the standard rank regression

coefficients (SRRCs) for each input variable in Table 3. As in [31 SRRCs fail to yield proper ranking
of uncertain input parameters in the presence of model non monotonicity. On the other hand the
new sensitivity measures introduced here find a proper ranking of input parameters even at the
nonmonotonic point, t 8 x 0 4 year as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Total sensitivity estimates ST, for each variable and SRRCs at three time points
t+v) 1I04 8x 104 7 x 10
RV 0E.869 0.050 0.898

STSRRC ST SRRC ST, SRRC
v 0.79 0.82 0.99 -0.04 0.87 -0.92
W 0.42 -0.05 0.51 -0.12 0.44 -0.04
R 0.45 -0.38 0.48 -0.18 0.61 0.07

0.40 -0.22 0.40 0.04 0.47 0.23
T 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
k 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

4. Conclusion

The new global sensitivity estimators are introduced here in order to compute the total contribution
of any given input parameter to the variance of the output. These prove to provide a measure of the
global effect of a parameter, including all the possible synergetic terms arising from the coupling
of the parameter with all others; further, this is achieved at reasonable computational cost.
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